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In Situ Measurements of the Plasma Bulk Velocity Near the Io Flux Tube
ALAN BARNETT

MassachusettsInstitute of Technology,Cambridge

We study the flow around the Io flux tube by analyzing the eleven spectra taken by the Voyager 1
Plasma Science (PLS) experiment in its vicinity. We determine the bulk plasma parameters using a
procedure that usesthe full responsefunction of the instrument and the data in all four PLS sensors.The

massdensityof the plasmain the vicinity of Io is found to be 22,500___
2500 amu/cm3, and its electron
density is found to be 1500 +__
200 cm-3. We determine the Alfv•n speed using three independent
methods' the valuesobtained are consistentand, taken together, yield V,• = 300 _+50 km/s, corresponding to an Alfvfin Mach number of 0.19 _+0.02. For the flow pattern we find good agreementwith the
model of Neubauer (1980) and conclude that the plasma flows around the flux tube with a pattern similar
to the flow of an incompressible
fluid around a long cylindricalobstacleof radius 1.26 _+0.1 Rio.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Jovian satellite Io has been an object of great interest
sincethe discoverythat the intensity of the Jovian decametric
radio emissionis strongly correlated with the phase angle of
the satellite [Bigg, 1964]. Much theoretical work has been
done attempting to explain the correlation (for a review, see
Goldstein and Goertz [1983]). When Voyager 1 flew within
20,000 km of Io on March 5, 1979, its field and particle experiments took

data which

have been used to test the theories

Since the flow perturbation and the magnetic field perturbation are linearly related, one can, in addition to the analysis
describedabove, obtain valuesfor the background flow velocity and the Alfv6n speedfrom a linear regressionof the velocity
data to the magnetic field data. The resultsof this analysisare
stated in Section 6. The results of the preceding sectionsare
summarized
2.

and conclusions
THE PLS

are stated in section 7.

INSTRUMENT

AND THE Io FLYBY

of

the interaction betweenIo and the Jovian magnetosphere.
The idea that a pair of Alfv•n wings forms attached to a
conductingbody when the body movesthrough a magnetized
plasma is due to Drell et al. [1965]. Neubauer [1980] found
that an exact solution of the nonlinear MHD equationscan be
used to describe in detail the magnetic, electric, and velocity
fields in the vicinity of Io's Alfv•n wing. Analysis by Acuna et
al. [1981] showed that the Voyager magnetometer data are
consistent with this theory. An indication in the data from the
Voyager Plasma ScienceExperiment (PLS) that the predicted
velocity perturbation is present has been noted by Belcher et
al. [1981].
Using the full responsefunction of the instrument, we have
analyzed the data taken by the PLS instrument during the Io
flyby to determine the bulk plasma velocity, and our results
confirm the existence of the Alfv•n wing. The data analysis
consistsof two distinct steps.First, the individual spectramust
be analyzed in order to determine the plasma bulk velocity at
the time of each spectrum taken during the Io flyby. Then the
measuredvelocitiesmust be compared to the flow pattern of a
model of the Io-magnetosphereinteraction.
In section 2 of this paper we describethe orbit and orientation of the spacecraftduring the Io flyby. That section also
contains a brief description of the PLS instrument. The procedure used to determine the plasma bulk velocity from the
measured spectra is described in section 3. The line dipole
model of the flow around the flux tube is briefly described in
section 4. We have interpreted the velocities determined in
section 3 by comparing them to this model. The flow velocity
measurements, supplemented only by the direction of the
background (unperturbed) magnetic field, are sufficient to determine all of the parameters of the model. This determination
is described

__

in section 5.
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In this section we briefly describe the instrument and its
orientation during the Io flyby. The Voyager Plasma Science
Experiment consistsof four modulated grid Faraday cups. A
sketch of the instrument is shown in Figure 1. Three of the
cups, called the A cup, B cup, and C cup, compose the main
sensor.These three cups have the same pentagonal shape and
are arrayed with their cup normals 20ø from an axis of symmetry. The fourth cup, called the side sensor,or D cup, has a
circular aperture. The normal to the D cup aperture points in
a direction 88ø from the main sensorsymmetry axis [Bridge et
al., 1977].
The Voyager spacecraftis three-axis stabilized. The outward
pointing symmetry axis of the PLS main sensoris parallel to
the axis of the spacecraft main antenna, which is pointed at
the earth during most of the mission. The D cup is oriented so
that it looked into corotating flow during the inbound pass of
the Jupiter flyby.
On March 5, 1979, Voyager I flew through the inner magnetosphere of Jupiter. Its orbit is shown in Figures 2, 3a, and
3b. Figure 2 shows the projection of the spacecraft trajectory
into the Jovian equatorial plane, in addition to the orientation
of the main sensor symmetry axis (labeled S) and the D cup
normal (labeled D). The angles between the Jovian equatorial
plane and the D cup look direction and between the Jovian
equatorial plane and the main sensor symmetry axis were 6ø
and 1ø, respectively.As can be seenfrom this figure, the D cup
was looking into the corotating plasma throughout the inbound pass. As the spacecraftapproached perijove, the corotating flow swung around toward the main sensor, almost
coming down the symmetryaxis near closestapproach.As the
spacecraft receded from Jupiter, the flow direction shifted
away from all of the cups.Severalhours after the Io flyby, the
spacecraftrolled about the symmetryaxis, bringing the D cup
look direction closer to the corotating flow during much of
the rest of the outbound pass. The closest approach to Io
occurredon the outbound passat about spacecraftevent time
(SCET) 1510. At that time the direction of the bulk velocity of
a rigidly corotating plasma would have been almost perpendicular to the main sensorsymmetry axis.
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plasma bulk velocity and the look directions of the cups, accurate knowledge of the responsefunction of the cups is required
in order to analyze the data. The responsefunction of the cups
was derived by studying particle trajectories inside the cup.
The resulting expressionwas tested by analyzing data taken
during a cruise maneuver, when the spacecraftrotated so that
the main sensor symmetry axis no longer pointed at the earth.
Using the solar wind (with a sonic Mach number of about 20)
as a test beam, the theoretical responsefunction was found to
be accurate to within a few percent for all angles of incidence
[Barnett and Olbert, 1986; Barnett, 1984].
Knowledge of the responsefunction permits us to compute
the current in each channel of each cup for a given plasma
distribution function. Inverting this procedure to find the distribution

function

from

the currents

is a more

difficult

task.

We have solved this problem by parameterizing the distribution function and using a nonlinear least square fit routine
to find the optimum valuesof the parameters.
The

Fig. 1. The PLS instrument, consistingof four modulator grid
Faraday cups. The D cup look direction is 88ø from the axis of
symmetry of the main sensor,which consistsof the A, B, and C cups.
During the Io flyby the flow direction of a rigidly corotsting plasma
was roughly antiparallel to the look direction of the D cup.

criterion

used

to

define

the

"best

fit"

is the

mini-

mizationof x 2, definedby

x2 = •(D,-

A,)2

(1)

i

with respectto the plasma parameters.In (1) each of the Di is
a measured value of the "reduced distribution function," de-

Figures 3a and 3b are closeupsof the Io flyby. The coordinate system used is a cartesian system (x, y, z) whose origin is
the center of Io. The z axis is parallel to the spin axis of
Jupiter; the y axis points from the center of Io to the center of
Jupiter; and the x axis, which points in the direction of rigid
corotation, completes the right-handed orthogonal system.
Figure 3a is a projection of the orbit into the x-y plane, while
Figure 3b is a plot of the distance from the origin of that
projection against the height above the plane. All distancesare
in units of the radius

fined below, and the Ai are the correspondingsimulatedquantities which depend upon the plasma parameters.The solution
to the extremum problem is found using a gradient search
algorithm similar to that describedby Bevington[1969].
Figures 4 and 5 are log-log plots of the reduceddistribution
function versusthe equivalent proton velocity in each cup for
the spectrataken at SCET 1500 and 1504. The reduceddistri-

bution functionF and the equivalentproton velocityvv are
defined by

of Io.

The Io flyby occurred on the spacecraft'soutbound pass,
when Voyager I flew about 20,000 km due south of the satellite. Analysis of the magnetic field data lacuna et al., 1981]
showed that the spacecrafthad passed several thousand kilometers upstream of the Alfvbn wing. Preliminary examination of the plasma data [Belcher et al., 1981] revealed a signature which was interpreted as being due to the velocity perturbation associatedwith the plasma flow around the flux tube.
The approximate position of the intersection of the flux tube
with the plane z-- -11.5R•o, based on the direction of the
background magnetic field measured by Acuna et al., a rigidly
corotsting plasma, and an Alfv6n angle (definedin section4)
of 0.19 (the result obtainedin the analysisdescribedin section
5), is also shown in Figure 3a.
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3.

ANALYSIS OF THE SPECTRA

During the Jupiterencounter,the PLS experimenttook one
completehigh resolution(M mode)spectrumevery192 s. The
data which we have analyzed consist of the eleven spectra,

-30--

taken between SCET 1451 and SCET 1523, which contain the

velocityperturbation.The measurement
of an entireM mode
spectrumtakes32 s to complete,and the SCETsquotedin the
text are the hour and minute of the start time of the measure-
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Fig. 2. The Voyager 1 Jupiter encounter. The projection of the

ment. The spectraconsistof 128 contiguouschannelswhich spacecrafttrajectory into the Jovian equatorial plane is shown, along
with the direction of the main sensorsymmetry axis (S) and the D cup
spanthe energy-per-charge
rangeof 10-5950eV with a nom- look direction (D). The angle betweenS (D) and the Jovian equatorial
inal energyresolutionof 3%. The positionof the spacecraft
at plane during the encounter was 1ø (6ø), respectively.Also shown are
the start time of eachspectrumis indicatedby the tick marks the orbits of the Gallilean satellites(in order of increasingdistance
from Jupiter) Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto. Note that during
on the trajectoryplots of Figure 3a and 3b.
the Io flyby, which occuredduring the outbound pass,the flow direcDuring the Io flybythe flow directionof a rigidlycorotating tion of rigidly corotating plasma was roughly antiparallel to the look
plasmawould have been almostperpendicular
to the main direction of the D cup and almost perpendicular to the main sensor
sensorsymmetryaxis.Owing to the large anglebetweenthe symmetryaxis.
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to get any results at all, we have had to make some assumptions about the chemical composition and the distribution
functions of the various ionic species.These assumptionsare

Y

TRAJECTORY

as follows:

1. The plasma consists of the following 6 ionic species:

H +, O +, O 2+, S+, S2+, and S3+

2. The densitiesof the S+, S•'+, and S3+ components
are
fixed at 150 cm-3, 183 cm-3, and 64 cm-3, respectively
(see
5

•

•'•,,LOCATION
OF
Io

-5

x

below).
3. The speciesall have the samebulk velocity.
4.

The

distribution

function

which

describes

each

of the

speciesis a convcctcdmaxwcllian.
5. The heavy ion speciesall have the same temperature,
but the proton component has an independenttemperature.
6. The presence of suprathermal tails in the true distribution functions can be compensated for by including an additional "mock" ionic specieswith a higher temperature. We
have parameterizedthis "hot" componentas if it were O +.
Measurements made by Voyager 1 inbound rBagenal and
Sullivan, 1981] lead us to expect the plasma to consist primarily of various ionization states of oxygen and sulfur. The

values of A/Z* for O 2+, O +, S3', S2+, and S+ are 8, 16,

-5

525

Fig. 3a. The Io flyby. The coordinate systemused in thesefigures
is defined as follows: The origin of the Cartesian systemis the center
of Io; the z axis is parallel to the spin axis of Jupiter; the y axis points
toward the center of Jupiter; and the x axis points in the direction of

rigidly corotatingplasma flow. The circle labeled "Location of Io
Flux Tube" is the intersection of the flux tube (using the orientation
deducedfrom plasma measurements)with the plane z - - 11.5R•o.

10 2/3, 16, and 32, respectively.In addition, wc have included
a proton component, which is important in the low channels
of all of the cups becauseof its large thermal speed.
Experience with the nonlinear least squares fit procedure
leads us to try to reduce the number of fit parameters whenever possible.In particular, if one permits the densitiesof all of
the speciesto vary as fit parameters, one finds that the best fit
values for some of them are negative, a very unphysical result.
To remedy this situation, we have arbitrarily chosenthe three
ionization statesof sulphur to have fixed densities.The values
that we have used were extrapolated from the data taken at
the same L shell on the inbound pass (F. Bagenal, private
communication, 1985).

where lk is the measuredcurrent in the kth channel, •bkis the

thresholdvoltageof the kth 6hannel,A•bn= •bn+x - •bnis the
voltagewidth of the kth channel,and rnpis the proton mass.
In the figures the staircasesare the data, and crossesare the
best fit simulations.

The smooth curves show the contributions

of the individual ionic componentsto the best fits. All of the
main sensorspectraare smooth and almost featureless,with a
single,broad peak. Furthermore, in each spectrumthe peak in

theA cupis in a higherchannelthanthepeaksin theB andC

-5

cups.Sincethe D cup was pointed almost 180ø from the direction of corotating plasma flow at this time, its currents are
lower than those of the main sensorsby more than an order of
magnitude, and all but the first 20 channelsor so are noise.
The B and C cup spectraalso contain featureswhich look like
absorption lines. These features, called dropouts, are caused

by interference
withanotherexperiment
on boardthespace- -IO
craft. The fits use data from channels 1 through 72 in the A
cup, 1 through 20 in the D cup, and 1 through 56 in the B and
C cups, with the exception of the channels affected by the
interference.We chosewhich channelsto include in the fits by
considering both the noise level in the instrument and the
limitations set by our use of convectedmaxwellians to describethe particle distribution functions.

1523

S/C
1451

TRAJECTORY

To determine
macroscopic
plasma
parameters
fromthese -15
spectrais a difficult proposition.Since the flow is oblique to
all of the cup normals, the resultsdepend critically upon the
cup responsefunctionat large angles.In addition, the plasma
contains many different kinds of ions [Bagenal and Sullivan,
1981] which are probably not in thermal equilibrium. In order

Fig. 3b. The Io flyby. The coordinate system is the same as for
Figure 3a. Notice that Voyager 1 flew about 11.5 R•osouthof Io.
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sentation

10s

of the true distribution

function

which

enables

us to

greatly reducethe amount of computer time necessaryto compute the simulatedcurrentsnecessaryfor the least squaresfit
[Barnett, 1983]. In fact, without that assumption,no analysis
of the data is possible.Unfortunately, the fact that the angle
between the plasma bulk velocity and the cup normals is large
implies that most of the signal comes from particles not near
the peak of the distribution function. The simulations indicate
that the largest contribution comes from particles about one
thermal speed away from the peak. We must conclude that
our approximation of maxwellian distributions is a possible

lO•

Lu 103

source of error.
z
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Although there is no reasonto expect all of the ionic species
to have the same temperature (the time scale for equipartition
among the various ion speciesis longer than the residence
time in the torus), the merging of the peaks in the spectra
makes it impossible to fit the temperatures independently.
Furthermore, in analyzing many spectra, including inbound
spectra (which are much oasier to analyze because of more
favorable geometry),we find that the spectraare best fit by the
present assumptions of common temperature of heavy ion
"core" distributions, the inclusion of a "hot" component to
mock up suprathermal tails, and an independent proton temperature. Our fits, therefore, have 10 parameters: the three

componentsof the commonbulk velocity,four densities(H +,
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Fig. 4. Reduced distribution function versus equivalent proton
speedfor the spectrumtaken at SCET 1500. The reduceddistribution
function is defined as the current in a given energy channel divided by
the voltage width of that channel. The equivalent proton speed is

0 2+, O+, and Ohot+),and threetemperatureparameters(for
H +, heavyions,and Oho
t +).
The parameters derived from the fits of the eleven spectra
taken during the Io flyby are given in Table 1. Each velocity
listed in Table 1 is the best fit plasma bulk velocity in a frame
of referencewhich rotates about the spin axis of Jupiter with

relatedto themodulator
voltageby vv = (2eck/m)
•/2,wherevv is the
equivalentproton speed,e is the elementarycharge,•Pis the modulator voltage, and m is the proton mass.The "staircase"is the data, the

10s

crosses are the best fit simulation, and the smooth curves are the
contributions of the individual species,as indicated.

The assumptionof a common bulk velocity for all of the
speciesis the least likely of the four assumptionsto be violated. In the MHD approximation,the "frozenin" law requires
all speciesto have the same velocity perpendicularto B, and
there is no reason to expect differential streaming along B
either.

The assumptionthat the distributionfunctionsare maxwellian is more difficult to justify. Since the self-maxwellization
timesfor the variousspecies(computedusingthe densitiesand
temperaturesdeterminedby Bagenaland Sullivan[1981]) are
comparableto or greater than the residencetime in the torus
[Richardsonand Siscoe,1983], we should considerthe maxwellian form as no more than a convenient parameterization
of the distribution function. As long as the true distribution
functionsdo not have multiple peaks, a maxwellian should be

10q

• •0•
z

,, 10s

•o 10q

+

4:o'

-

a reasonablygood approximation to the true distribution
function around the maximum. Unfortunately, the true distribution functions undoubtedly have suprathermal tails. We

have includedthe contribution of the tails by the addition of a

hot componentof O +, also describedby a maxwellJan,but
with a higher temperature.One shouldbear in mind that the
densityand thermal speedof this hot componentshouldnot

103

-

be taken too literally; it shouldrather be thought of merely as

50

a way to parameterizethe contributionof the suprathermal
tails.

Our ultimatejustificationfor the assumptionof maxwellian
distributions for each ion speciesis that it is a good repre-
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Fig. 5. Reduced distribution function versus equivalent proton
speed for the spectrum taken at SCET 1504 (see the caption for
Figure 4).
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TABLE 1. Plasma ParametersDerived From PLS SpectraTaken Near Io

SCET*

V•

V,

V•
0.1
--0.1
0.5
0.7
--1.7
-- 5.5

1451:16
1454:28
1457:40
1500:52
1504:04
1507:16
1510:28
1513:40
1516:52
1520:04

--0.3
--0.3
--0.2
--0.2
9.4
12.0
1.2
1.6
--0.3
0.0

55.2
55.7
53.2
50.7
47.0
56.1
64.7
65.1
62.8
60.8

1523:16

0.0

60.3

n, + WH+ nhot Whot no++ no+ Wco•a Pm

--3.8
--2.5
-- 1.8
--1.0
--0.1

44
50
50
63
58
37
9
22
21
15

82
75
76
84
83
94
56
64
60
64

295
344
345
316
348
271
151
272
214
162

46
42
42
43
42
44
53
42
46
48

61
55
53
65
33
101
246
117
108
87

16

48

157

48

72

247
216
207
193
188
292

28
25
26
27
25
27

327
228
284
355
329

32
28
29
30
29

2.24
2.26
2.24
2.20
2.19
2.17
2.43
2.26
2.24
2.24

2.16

ne
1420
1430
1420
1410
1370

VA
290
284
282

VCl•
54.8
55.2
55.6
56.0
56.4

1510
1690
1460

281
277
262
253
258

56.8
57.2
57.6

1440
1410

255
251

58.0
58.4

1230

252

58.8

Speedsarein km/s,numberdensities,
in cm-3, andmassdensities,
in 104 amu/cm3.
*Spacecraftevent time.

functions and to the cup response function. In all of these
spectra the geometry is such that the flow is almost perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the main sensor with the A
cup look direction closest to the flow. At SCET 1504, for
example, the angles between the corotation direction and the
componentV• of the bulk velocityof a rigidly corotating directions of the cup normals for the A, B, C, and D cups were
plasmaat the spacecraftlocation at the time of eachspectrum 67ø, 95ø, 98ø and 171ø, respectively.Although we believe that
is givenin the column which is labeled VCR;the componentsV• our knowledge of the cup response is very accurate, the response function must still be considered a possible source of
and V• for sucha plasmaare, of course,zero.

the orbital period of Io. (Note that Io is at rest in that frame.)
The componentslisted are the projectionsof the velocity onto
the unit vectors(at the position of the spacecraftat the time
the spectrum was taken) of a cylindrical polar coordinate
systemwhosepolar axis is also the spin axis of Jupiter.The

At SCET

1451 the deviation

from corotation

was small. As

the spacecraft
proceededtoward the flux tube, V• first decreased,then increaseduntil it was greater than VCRbefore

finally decreasingagain to closeto the corotation speedat
SCET 1523.During the sametime interval, V•remainedsmall
before increasinggreatly around SCET 1507 and then decreasingback to zero. This is the expectedbehavioras the
plasmaslowsdownand is deflectedaroundthe Io Alfv6nwing
(seesection4).
The thermal speedw is defined by

w = (2kT/m)•/2

(4)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and m is the ion mass. The column labeled Wco•d
gives

the thermalspeedof the O + and 0 2+ components;the thermal speedof the S+, S2+, and S3+ componentsis equal to
Wco•d/2
•/2. The thermalspeedsdo not vary much during the
flyby.
Throughout the Io flyby, the electron density ne (computed
using the assumption of charge neutrality) remains roughly
constant,exceptfor a decreasein the last spectrum(1523). The
decreaseis probably causedby a density gradient in the ambient medium

which

is unrelated

to the Io

interaction.

Our

estimateof neis consistentwith the value of 1.6 x 103 cm-3
obtained by the Planetary Radio Astronomy (PRA) experiment [Birmingham et al., 1981].

The local Alfv6n speed decreasesmore or less steadily
during the flyby, an effect due primarily to the monotonic
decrease in the background magnetic field strength from
about 2000 nT at 1451 to about 1700 nT at 1523 [Acuna et al.,
1981]. The changein the massdensityis lessimportant, owing
to the weaker dependenceof the Alfv6n speedon the density.
We have quoted the best fit parameterswithout error estimates becauseof the difficulty involved in estimating the uncertainties.

We

believe

that

the uncertainties

in the determi-

nation of the macroscopic plasma parameters are much greater than the formal errors obtained in the fit procedure, which
do not take into account the possible violation of our assumptions or imperfectionsin our approximation to the instrument
responsefunction. Owing to the unfavorable geometry, the fits
are very sensitiveto the shapesof the tails of the distribution

error.

Error analysis is further complicated by the existence of
large off-diagonal terms in the error matrix [see Berington,
1969]. By fitting the same spectra with slightly differing assumptions (such as changing the assumed values of the densitiesof the sulphur species)and consideringuncertaintiesdue
to violation of our various assumptions,we estimate the uncertainty in the velocity components to be about 1.5 km/s, the
uncertainty in the electron density to be less than 20%, and
the uncertainty in the Alfv6n speedestimatesto be about 15%.
The uncertainties in the densities of the individual species
are much greater than the uncertaintiesin the electron density
or in the total mass density, and they might be as high as a
factor of 2 or more. The decreasein the density of the hydrogen component, however, is real; since the signal in the
low channelsof the D cup is almost all protons,one can make
accurate estimatesof the proton density. One must, however,
be very careful in interpreting the meaning of the density of
the hot component.Changesin rtho
t and Who
t denotechangesin
the nonmaxwellian

tail of the distribution
4.

In

this

section

THE FLUX

we

function.

TUBE MODEL

discuss

the

model

of

the

Io-

magnetosphereinteraction which we have used to interpret
the velocitiesdeterminedin the precedingsection.Our model,
based on the work of Neubauer [1980], is summarized below.
As Io moves through the magnetosphericplasma, it generates the pair of cylindrical Alfv6n wings, as shown in Figure 6.
The axis of each wing is parallel to the outgoing Alfv6n
characteristic,defined by

VA+ : V --[-V A

(5)

where the Alfv6n velocity V A is definedby

V A = B/(4•p)•/2

(6)

On the surfaceof the wing there is a surfacecharge distribution and a surfacecurrent distribution, shown schematically
in Figure 6. The surfacecharge distribution is the source of a
line dipole electricfield outside of the wing, while the surface
current distribution is the source of a similar magnetic field.
This model is equivalent to dropping the higher-order terms
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Fig. 6. Io's Alfv6nwings.Two viewsareshownof theAlfv6nwing
and associatedcurrent system.Figure 6a showsthe Alfv6n wingsas
seenlooking along the flow directionof a rigidly corotatingplasma.
Figure6b showsthe Alfv6nwingsas viewedby an observerlocated
on the line which connectsJupiter and Io.

Xmag

in the multipole expansion of the fields due to currents and
chargesinside the volume of the wing. The total electric or
magneticfield in the rest frame of Io is taken to be the sum of
the field due to the sources associated with the Alfv6n wing
and a uniform background field.

We are primarily interestedin the velocity field outside of
the wing. The flow velocity is the sum of a uniform background flow and a velocity perturbation which is related to
the magnetic field perturbation by the relation

gV = - gB/(4r•p)
1/2

(7)

where 6V is the velocity perturbation, 6B is the magnetic field
perturbation, and p is the plasmamassdensity.

Fig. ?. The relatiYe orientation oœthe magneticcoordinate system
and the Alfv•n coordinate system.To go from •agneti½ to Alœv•n

coordinates,
rotate
firstaboutœ•,ag
byanangle
0•,thenabout• byan
angle - 0A.

1980]. For the case•Po= 0 (Hall currentsnegligible)the projection of the flow field into the X-Y plane is simply that of
the potential flow of an incompressiblefluid around an infinite
cylinder.
In order to compare (8a)-(8c) with the experimental data,
Alfv6n coordinates must be related to some coordinate system
whose definition does not depend upon any measured quantity (the orientation of the Alfv•n coordinatesystemdepends

upon the directionof the vectorVA+, whichin turn depends
Voyager1 flew southof Io, in the regionin whichVA+ is upon the background bulk velocity V, which is not known a
the outgoing characteristic.In that region, all field variables priori). To do this, we define"magneticcoordinates"(Xmag
,
are constantsalong the V A+ direction.We thereforedefine Ymag,
2mag)
as follows'The originof the coordinate
systemis
Alfv6n coordinates (X, Y, Z) as follows' The center of Io is the centerof Io' the unit vector•masis antiparallelto the
takento be the origin'the unit vector27is antiparallelto the direction of the extrapolatedbackgroundmagneticfield at the

vectorVA+' the unit vector• pointsin the directionof 27 location of the spacecraftat SCET 1500, as quoted by Acuna
x V o, where V o is the bulk flow velocity of the unperturbed et al. (1981);the unit vector9•mag
liesin the planecontaining

plasmawithrespect
to Io; andtheunitvectorJ• is equalto œma•
and the directionof strictlycorotatingflow,makingan
YxZ.

acuteanglewith the flow direction;and fmagis definedso as

We now write explicitly the componentsof the velocity field
in the Neubauer model. We assume that the line dipole
moment has magnitude Q and that its direction makes an
angle ½o with the negativeX axis. In Alfv6n coordinatesthe
velocity components are

to form a right-handedcoordinatesystem.The componentsof

K• = Ko•- Q cos(2• - ½o)/e•

(8a)

Vr = - Q sin(2•b- ½o)/R2

(8•)

Vz = Voz+ Q tan (0A)COS
(2½-- ½o)/R2

(8c)

œm•g
alongthe x, y, and z-axesof Figures3a and 3b are 0.1,
-0.3, and 0.95, respectively.The relative orientation of the
Alfv6n coordinate system and the magnetic coordinate system
can be describedby a sequenceof two rotations (seeFigure 7).

First one rotatesabout •magby an angle•, then one rotates
about• by an angle--0A.
Our model therefore has six free parameters which have to

be determinedfrom the data' Vox,Voz(Voyis zero by definition), ½o, 0^, and Q (the five parametersin (8a), (8b), and (8c),

where•p= tan- x (Y/X), R2 = (X 2 -+-y2), 0A' calledthe Alfv6n plus the angle •. Since we have 33 data points (the three
angle,is the anglebetweenBo and VA+, and Q is a parameter componentsof V for each of the elevenspectra),the systemis
which describesthe strength of the line dipole. If Io is a perfect
conductor, Q can be expressedin terms of the background
bulk speed Vo,the Alfv6n angle 0A, the effectiveradius of Io

multiply overdetermined. One passingremark' Note that 0A
enters twice' it appears in (8c), and it appears in the rotation
matrix which definesthe transformation between magnetic co-

Rc, the Alfv6n Mach number M A (= Vo/VA),and 0, the complement of the angle between Voand Bo, as

ordinates

and Alfv6n

coordinates.

The model just described is a solution of the MHD equations for the flow of a uniform plasma around a spherical
Q = VoRc2 cos0A/(1+ MA2 + 2/A sin0)x/2
(9)
conducting body. The solution is valid for the special case
The quantity Rc is the radius of a perfectly conducting where the unperturbed plasma is spatially uniform and there
spherethat would producethe givenvelocityperturbation.If are no perturbations of the plasma density or pressureor of
the conductivityof Io is finite, Rc would be lessthan Rio.If the the magnitude of the magnetic field.
For the case of the Io interaction the unperturbed state is
region of high conductivityis an extendedionospherewhich
definitely nonuniform; effects due to the curvature of the
surroundsIo, Rc may be greater than Rio.
The angle ½ois related to the Hall term in the generalized background magnetic field lines and of the background velociOhm's law for Io's ionosphere [Herbert and Lichtenstein, ty streamlinesmight be important. As long as the scalelength
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TABLE 2.

Best Fit Parametersfor IncompressibleFlow Model
Parameter

Vx
Vz
0A
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The angle ½0 is consistentwith zero, indicating that the
Hall currents are not important.

Value

57.0 + 2.0
-6.2 + 1.3
0.19 4- 0.02

•

0.02 4- 0.05

½
Re

0.1 4- 0.1
1.26_+0.1

The value of Re of 2285 + 200 km or about 1.25 Rio is
consistentwith the determinationby Acuna et al., and it suggeststhat the region of large conductivity is Io's ionosphere.
The value of the Alfv6n angle 0A is 0.19 + 0.02 rad, which is
greater than the value of 0.15 + 0.01 rad obtained by Acuna et
al. Using the formula

VA= Vocos (0 + 0^)/sin 0^

(10)

Vx, Vz in kilometers/second,
0A,•, ½ in radians,Rc in Ionian radii
(R,o).

characteristic of gradients in the background quantities is
large compared to the scalelength characteristicof the perturbation, these effects should be small. A characteristic length
for gradients in the background magnetic field and velocity
field is the distance from Io to Jupiter, about 6 Jovian radii, or
430,000 km. A length scale which characterizes the perturbation is the distancefrom Io to the spacecraftat the time that
the perturbations were observed; about 18 Ionian radii, or
33,000 km. The ratio of the scale lengths is --,0.08. We therefore expect that these gradients will affect the details but not

the overall picture of the Io-magnetosphereinteractionas observedby Voyager 1.
Potentially more serious are effects due to density and pressure gradients within the Io plasma torus; these gradients
have a scalelength of about 1 Jovian radius (72,000 km) [Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981]. For example, the electron density determinations included in Table 1 vary by about 37%. The
reader must keep thesefactsin mind when evaluating the fit to

which is quite easily derived from the definition of 0^ and
geometrical considerations,one obtains the value of 300 q- 30
km/s for VA.Note that only the velocity data and the direction
of the background magneticfield are required for this determination of Va. Comparison with the values of V^ quoted in
Table 1, obtained from local measurements of the mass den-

sity and magnetic field strength, shows excellent agreement.
This agreement is confirmation of the work of Drell et al.
[1965].
6.

COMPARISON WITH

THE MAGNETIC

FIELD

RESULTS

Up to now we have not used the measured magnetic field
perturbations in our analysis, although the model of the
plasma flow around the Io flux tube which we have used
predicts that each component of the velocity perturbation and
the corresponding component of the magnetic field perturbation are related by (7). We now test this relation by assuming that gV and gB are related by the equations
gVx = •x + 7x gBx

(1 la)

gVr = •r + 7r gBr

(11b)

the model described in the next section.

5.

INTERPRETATION

OF THE MEASURED

VELOCITIES

We usedthe bulk velocitiesgiven in Table 1 to obtain a
bestfit for the six quantities(V0x, V0z,0A,or,½0,and Re) which
describe our model of the flux tube. The results are given in
Table 2. Comparison of the data with the theory is complicated by the curvature of the background flow. In particular,
one has to correct for the increasein the speedof rigid corotation as the spacecraft recedes from Jupiter. As can be seen
from Table 1, the corotation speed increases by 4 km/s between the first and last spectra included in the fit. We compen-

• • -"'I

satedfor this by correctingV, in the input data for each
spectrum by an amount equal to the difference between the
local corotation speed and the corotation speed at SCET
1500. The uncertainties quoted in Table 2 were obtained by
repeating the fitting procedurewith different methods of correcting for the curvature of the streamlines and for the
changingcorotation speed.
Figure 8 shows a plot of the projection of the "corrected"
velocity V into the X- Y plane for all eleven spectra, where
we have used the values of 0A and • quoted in Table 2 to
define the Alfv6n coordinate system. The tails of the arrows
representingthe velocity vectorsare positionedat the location
of the spacecraftat the time of the start of the corresponding
measurement.Superimposedon the measured velocity vectors
are the streamlinesof the model flow. Figure 9 shows each of
the three components of V as a function of time, along with a
smooth curve which representsthe line dipole flow model.
We now discussthe parameters listed in Table 2. The components of the background flow velocity V 0 in the (x, y, z)
coordinate system of Figures 3a and 3b are 0.8 q- 1.5,
57.3 q- 1.5, and -1.1 q- 1.5 km/s. We see that these values are

consistent
with rigidcorotation(Vx= 56.0km/s, V• = V• - 0).

I
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Fig. 8. Plasma bulk velocity in the vicinity of Io. The dark arrows
represent the projections of the bulk flow velocity into the X- Y
plane (for the definition of the coordinate system, see the text or the
caption to Figure 7). The tails of the arrows are located at the position of the spacecraft at the time that the measurement was taken.
The dotted

lines are the streamlines

of the model

flow.
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shown. The solid arrows representthe velocity perturbations,and the
broken arrows represent the magnetic field perturbation from Acuna
et al. [1981]. The tails of the arrows are located at the position of the
spacecraft at the time of the measurement. The expected anticorrelation of the correspondingmagnetic field and velocity pertur-
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Fig. 9. Flow velocity versus time. The smooth curves are the best
fit model velocities, while the data points are shown with error bars
which correspond to an uncertainty of + 1.25 km/s.

6Vz = •Zz+ 7z 6Bz

To within the experimental uncertainty, the values obtained
for the •,, •r, and •z are consistentwith zero (implying rigid
corotation). The valuesof Vx, Vr, and Vz should be the samefor
all three components; this value should be proportional to

(11c)

(plasmamassdensity)-a/2.The valuesof Vx and Vr agreeto

where •x, •r, •z, 7x, 7r, and 7z are constantsto be determined.
The best fit values of the • and the V were determined using
the method of least squares,utilizing the magnetic field results
of Acuna et al. [1981]. The results of the linear regressionfor
each component are given in Table 3. Also given in Table 3 is
the correlation coefficient r for each fit and the Alfv6n speed

within 6%, while the value of Vz is about 25% higher. Since
the Z componentsof B and V are much smallerthan the other
components,while the uncertainty in the determination of all
of the componentsis about the same, one expectsthe error in
the determination of Vz to be much larger than the error in the

derived

from

the results. The correlation

coefficients

are all

closeto -- 1, indicating that the correspondingcomponents6V
and fib are well anticorrelated, as predicted by the theory.
Figure 10 is a plot of the projection of 6V and fib into the
X- Y plane (Alfv6n coordinates) for the eleven analyzed M
mode spectra. As in Figure 9, the location of the tails of the
vectorsrepresentsthe position of the spacecraftat the time of
the measurement.

TABLE 3.

determinationof 7x and 7r. In particular, none of the measuredvaluesof Vz are greaterthan 3 timesthe uncertaintyin
its measurement. We therefore conclude that our results are

consistent.We can use the spread in the values of the Vi to
obtain an error estimate for Va. We conclude from this line of
reasoning that VA--325 4- 50 km/s. This value, obtained by
completely independent information, agrees well with the
result obtained using the local plasma density measurements
(see Table 1) and the result inferred from the best fit to the
flow model (see the discussionwhich follows (10)). The three
determinationstaken togetheryield VA-- 300 4- 50 km/s.

Resultsof Linear Regression
7.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Correlation

Speed

6V,,= 0.3 -- 0.166 6B,,

6Vy= -0.9 - 0.1576By
6Vz = -0.9 - 0.205 6Bz

Coefficient
r = -0.99
r = -0.95
r = -0.94

Derived Alfv6n speed'VA-- 325 +_50 km/s; 6V is in km/seckilometers/second,6B, in nanoteslas.

This work marks the first use of the knowledge of the full
responsefunction of the PLS instrument in analyzing data.
The response of the instrument is known to within a few
percent for all angles of incidence [Barnett and Olbert, 1985].
A limitation is that this knowledgecan only be of practical use
when the distribution functions of the ion speciescan be well
described by a convected maxwellian (or bimaxwellian). The
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inclusion in the analysis of the signals in all four cups is a
great constraint, however. The fact that we are able to obtain
excellent fits in all three cups of the main sensor and reasonable fits to the side sensor(which looked almost antiparallel to
the flow) indicatesthat our assumptionsare not badly violated
and illustrates the power of multisensoranalysis.
Our results confirm the essentialsof the Neubauer's [1980]
model' the measured velocitiescan be understood as potential
flow around a cylinder. The obstacle to the flow is not Io
itself, however, but rather is the Alfv6n wing which is attached
to Io. The Alfv6n wing is thus seento be a very real object.
As is the case for the magnetic field measurementsof Acuna

et al. [1981], we are unable to determinethe conductivityof
Io from our measurements,
for we can only measurethe dipole
moment of the flow perturbation. Since the dipole moment
which we infer is so large, we conclude that the electrical
resistanceof Io is comparableto or very much much lessthan
#oV,• (the characteristicimpedanceof the medium). Under the
assumption that Io is a perfect conductor, we find the radius
of the flux tube to be • 1.25 Rio, implying that the region of
high conductivity is the ionosphereof Io, rather than the satellite itself. For this casethe total current flowing through (or
around) Io is given by [see Neubauer, 1980]
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